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CHAPTER I

THE PROBLEM
Introduction
"The decision making process is the central
process in administration", stated Griffiths (1 9 5 9 ).
Griffiths, an administrative theorist of the 1950's,
divided the process of decision-making and decisions
into three categories by their origin.

This process

had (1 ) intermediary origins., (2 ) appellate origins and
(3) creative origins.

He defined intermediary decisions

as the decisions that arose whenever orders, commands,
or policies were handed down by superiors to sub
ordinates.

Appellate decisions were those referred to

the administrator from his subordinates.

Finally he

recognized creative decisions or self-originative
decisions as decisions calling for new policy, for a
change in the thinking of the organization, or a change
in the organization itself.

Creative decisions were

progressive and help the organization in dealing with
problems soon to be encountered (Griffiths, 1959,
p. 59).
Griffiths' origins were limited in regard to
schools because they deal with origins of decisions in
a closed system or organization.

Schools have forces

1
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acting on them from outside the school organization.
These forces, cause further problem or decision origins
that need to be mentioned which are characteristic of
elementary schools, and important to schools in general.
One of these origins would be "external" sources.
Problems or situations originating outside the formal
school organization would be classified as "external".
Parents, groups of parents, and outside organizations
who bring problems or situations requiring decisions
from the principal could be classified as "external"
originators.
Elementary schools in a school system represent
parallel subsystems within the system.

This too, is

a situation not taken into account by Griffiths' (1 9 5 9 )
origins.

Because of the parallel nature of elementary

schools, principals exchange information, share respon
sibilities, and help each other with problems and
situations requiring decisions.

Because of this

relationship between principals, "peer" sources was
also added to the groups of decision origins.
Students in the elementary school are not like the
inanimate products produced by industry.

Students

analyze the process which educates them and work to
change it.
or rejected.

Manufacturing products are either purchased
In schools the products have ideas,
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parents, and belong to organizations.

Their influence

is recognized and must be understood and dealt with by
the principal.

For this reason a final set of decision

sources, "student" origins has been added.
Origins of decisions were important to others
besides Griffiths (1959).

Drucker

(197*4-)

cited

Japanese managers who went to great lengths to discover
where problems originated and how everyone involved
felt the problems could be defined.

Once the problems

were defined, these managers felt the answers would
follow logically.
From Griffiths (1959) and Drucker

(197*4-)

it is

possible to understand that decision origins are impor
tant to the decision-making process.
This study was concerned with decision origins
and their relation with other parts of the decision
making process, consultation, consultative response,
and individual response to these decision origins.
Shaffer (1971) found that principals who perceive
staff members as highly professional were willing to
consult with teachers and allow them to participate
in decision-making.

Lynch (1971) found that teachers

were willing to participate in the decision process.
Lynch (1971) also found that sex, level, experience,
age, membership in organizations, educational back
ground and recency of educational training did not
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significantly affect the willingness of teachers to
participate in the decision-making process.
Arnett (1971) showed the need to consult teachers
and students when he reported that student attitudes
changed and teacher perception of their roles changed
when they were involved in decision-making.

Teachers

were more helpful to students and students were more
eager to learn when involved and consulted.

Phillips

(1973) encouraged consultation but cautioned even
though there was growing concern for teacher and student
involvement in decision-making, authority for decisions
should remain with administrators.
Principals consult with peers and superordinates
in the system too.

Speer (1 9 7 0 ) found that sharing of

responsibilities with faculty for instructional decision
making was more pronounced in schools which had no
central office personnel.

This finding may indicate

that the principal would prefer to go to a peer or
superior for consultation.

In the absence of central

office personnel, principals turn to subordinates for
consultation.
Knade (1 9 6 5 ) found that principals and superin
tendents felt consultation could provide a variety of
ideas and viewpoints on an issue.

He further found that

principals enjoyed being asked to give their information
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or ideas, particularly in areas where they had
expertise.

This finding may generalize to teachers and

others consulted by principals, in that, they also may
appreciate being asked to give their ideas and informa
tion.
Principals sometimes consult in order to gain
support for their ideas or themselves.

Daum (1970)

indicated decision-makers were selective in their
searches for, and utilization of, information that
confirmed what they already thought.

The study indi

cated that another kind .of group may be used

a

confidante, or clique group that tended to flatter or
support the principal or administration.

Daum (1970)

found some principals chose their consultants not on
the basis of their information or reliability but be
cause of the consultant’s affinity for the principal.
Holmes (197-2) observed that community advisory
committees played a role in educational decision
making and that the role was an evolving and expanding
one.

Safer (197?) found that PTA groups, while not the

principal’s primary source of information for decision
making, were helpful in providing information.

He

found high amounts of interest in the workings of the
school by PTA groups in lower status school districts.
Harris (I9 7 0 ) noticed that a parent’s participation in
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school and decision-making was related to their socio
economic position.

Parents of higher socio-economic

position families demonstrated more interest in school.
From these studies, it is possible to recognize
that principals do consult with others during the
decision-making process.

They choose to consult with

others for information, for support, for advice, or
from a feeling that groups can make more correct de
cisions than individuals.
This study shall concern itself with whether
principals engage in the. information and decision parts
of the decision-making process:

by themselves; consult

with a confidante; choose a consultative or informa
tional group; delegate the decision; or decide not to
decide in response to decision origins.
Statement of the Problem
Situations which require a decision from the prin
cipal may originate:

(1 ) with superordinates, (2 ) with

peers, (3 ) with the principal himself, (^+) with sub
ordinates, (5 ) with the students the school is to
educate, or (6 ) outside the formal school organization.
In using the decision-making process a principal
may choose to:

(1 ) rely on himself and his own re

sources, (2 ) consult with a confidante, (3 ) consult
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with a group, subordinate, peer or superordinate,
(k )

delegate the decision to others, or (5 ) decide not

to make a decision.
Many decision-making studies have been conducted,
but no present study found investigated the principal's
consultative response to a problem or situation origin.
Decision origins and decision responses are two con
structs central to the decision-making process.

Barnard

(1938), Griffiths (1959). and Drucker (197^-) supported
the importance of origins.

Knade (1 9 6 5 ), Arnett (I9 7 1 ),

Holmes (1 9 7 2 ), and Safer.(1972) supported the importance
of consultation and decision response.

Because of the

importance of decision origins and principal's response
there is reason to investigate their relation to each
other in the decision-making process.
Is there a relation between the origin of a de
cision and a principal's consultative response to that
origin?

Is there a relation between decision origins

and principals' consultative responses to those origins?
Importance of the Problem
In a preliminary search of the literature, numer
ous references to administrative use of consultants,
consultant groups and objective aides to help in
decision-making were found.

Barnard (1 9 3 8 ), Griffiths
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(1959). and Drucker (197*0 are proponents of origins
and their impact on decision-making.

However, except

for Drucker, the information they impart is largely
theoretical.

Little has been done empirically in re

gard to decision origins in research,

it was felt that

there is a link between decision origin and a princi
pal’s response to decision origin.

This study explores

that possible connection.
Many theoretical books and papers on decision
origins exist.

They explain how managers need to know

where situations originate (Griffiths, 1959) and how
solutions generate from agreement as to what the pro
blem is and where it originates (Drucker, 1974).
Nevertheless, a practical analysis or empirical study
of decision origins for elementary principals has not
been conducted.
Many studies explore the use of groups, versus
individual judgment in decision-making.

Barnlund

(1959). Chappie and Sayles (I9 6 I), vVendell (1971),
Vroman (1975). and Penn and Cornthwaite (1976) all
conducted studies where principals and other decision
makers were compared in terms of individual and group
effectiveness in decision-making.
It was the aim of this study to combine the
theoretical problem origins and empirical information
on consultation of decision-makers.

From this
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combination an empirical study of decision origins and
their relation to selected elementary principals'
consultative responses can be made.
This study is a first step in identifying a se
lected sample of elementary princi als' responses to
problem origins.

It may be possible to identify prin

cipals who prefer to deal with certain decision origins,
delegate others, ignore others and consult on some or
all decisions.

From principals’ preferences for certain

decision origins it may be possible to identify certain
types of principals.
This study will determine how each principal pro
ceeds from decision origin to consultative response.
By analyzing responses it may be possible to determine
if there are certain characteristic responses to partic
ular problem or situation origins.
With enough information gathered, it may even
tually be possible to set up an effective classification
system or index, identifying principal responses to
decision origins.

This system could increase under

standing of origins and give elementary principals
alternatives for response in decision-making situations.
The study could have implications for practicing
elementary principals.

It may help them to recognize

their responses to problems of various origins.

This
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information could improve decision-making.

It could

help principals to better understand themselves and
their responses to decisions.

It could take decision

making out of the realm of stimulus and response and
make it stimulus, consultation, and/or considered re
sponse.
Principals may or may not be aware of a relation
ship between decision origin and the consultative re
sponse.

This study may acquaint them with a relation

ship between decision origins and responses to origin
and point out that both deserve consideration in
decision-making.
It is hoped that this study will be of use to
researchers in other fields.

The origin of decisions

may have impact on the responses of others who make
decisions.

This study may have relevance in public

administration, business, government and for others who
must make decisions in a group atmosphere.

This study

may be meaningful to decision-makers because it is
important to know if decision origins and decision
responses are related in order to achieve more effec
tive decisions.

More effective decisions may result

from the information discovered.
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Conceptual Framework
There are many occasions when an administrator
makes a decision that should not be made.

Barnard (1938)

stated that the art in decision-making is avoiding
non-pertinent questions, not deciding prematurely, not
making decisions that cannot be made effectively and
not making decisions others should make.

He found only

three occasions when decisions were warranted:
(1 ) authoritative communication from superiors,
(?) cases referred by subordinates, and (3 ) cases
originating in the initiative of the executive con
cerned.
Due to the nature of the elementary school, this
study will include two decision-making origins or
occasions not mentioned by Barnard (1 9 3 8 ) or Griffiths
(1959) but supported by Harris (I9 7 0 ), Arnett (1971),
and Holmes (1972).

These occasions are:

(1) sources

presented by individuals or groups outside the formal
school organization, external origins, and (?) sources
presented by students within the school, student
origins.
Dewey (1910), Newman (I9 5 0 ), and Umstattd (1953)
recognized decision-making as a most important function
of administrators.
decision-making,

They all developed a process for
Dewey called the process "Thinking
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and How We Think".

Newman (1950, pp.

"Analytical Planning".

8 8 -8 9 )

discussed

Umstadd (1953, pp. 55-56)

pondered "Problem Solving" and Griffiths (1959, p.
named the process "Decision-making".

9 ^)

All of the proc

esses had similar steps and all included a consideration
of where the decisions came from and whether a decision
by the executive should be made.
Dewey (1910) said, "Locate and clarify problems".
Umstattd (1953) wanted the decision-maker to "become
aware of the problem".

Griffiths (I9 5 9 ) instructed that

it was important to "recognize, define, and limit the
problem".

Simon (1957, P* 220) supported these early

process theorists when he spoke of a "beginning to the
decision-making process called ’intelligence activity'
or surveying the environment, thereby identifying
conditions that call for new action".

All of these

theorists called for the decision-maker to pay attention
to origins and then consider decision-making.
Once it has been ascertained that a decision should
be made by the elementary principal, another considera
tion is whether to engage in the decision-making process
alone, with a confidante, with a consultative group,
delegate the process to someone else, or decide not to
make a decision.
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Definitions
DECISION ORIGINS shall be defined as the beginning
of the principal’s involvement in the decision-making
process.

It shall refer to the person or group who

brought the occasion for decision-making to the princi
pal's attention or the situation itself that caused the
principal to make a decision.

(Barnard, 1938,

Griffiths, 1959) Decision origins were also referred to
as problem or situation origins.
For the purpose of this study, six decision origins
were considered:

(1 ) superordinates, (2 ) other princi

pals or peers, (3) the principal himself, (A) sub
ordinates, (5 ) students in the school, and (6 ) outside
the school organization.

(Griffiths, 1959» Harris,

1970, Arnett, 1971. and Holmes, 1972)
DECISION-MAKING is a process for determining and
testing an alternative or solution for a situation or
problem, from a group of alternatives or solutions.
(Dewey, 1910, Newman, 1950, Umstattd, 1953. and
Griffiths., 1959)
RESPONSE for this study shall refer to five alter
natives available to the principal.

The principal may:

(1 ) rely on himself and his own information, (2 ) consult
with a confidante, (3 ) consult with a group, either
superordinate, peer, or subordinate,

(k )

delegate the
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decision to others, or (5 ) decide not to make a de
cision.

(Barnlund,

and Phillips, 1973)

1959,

Shaffer, 1971, Arnett, 1971,

Response was referred to as con

sultative response in parts of the study.
CONSULTANT OR CONSULTANT GROUP is defined for this
study as a person or group of persons who, because of
their experience, specialized knowledge, or role in the
organization, provide advice, opinions or information
to a decision-maker and thereby influence decisions
affecting the organization.

(Costin,

1969)

SUBORDINATES shall refer to persons in line or
staff positions responsible to the principal directly
or indirectly.

Teachers, secretaries, custodians and

aides are examples of subordinates to the principal.
PEERS shall refer to other principals or persons
of equal rank within the school organization.
SUPERORDINATES shall refer to board of education
members, superintendents, assistant superintendents,
and others above the principal in the school organiza
tion.
Based on these definitions objectives could be
stated.
Objectives
The objectives of this study were to determine

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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for each elementary school principal:
1.

The frequency of each decision origin?
(1 ) from superordinate, (2 ) from peers,
(3) from the principal himself, (4 ) from
subordinates, (5) from students, and
(6 ) from individuals or organizations
outside the school organization. These
frequencies are to be determined over
a two week period of time.

2.

The frequency of each type of response to
decision-making: (1 ) rely on himself,
(2 ) consult with a confidante, (3 ) consult
with a group, (^) delegate to others, and
(5) decide not to decide. These frequencies
are to be determined over a two week
period of time.

3-

The pattern of a principal's response to
decision origin.

U.

If a relationship between decision origin
and response existed.

In the following chapter selected literature re
lated to these objectives will be reviewed.
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CHAPTER I I

REVIEvV OF SELECTED RELATED LITERATURE
The Decision Process
Green (1 9 6 1 ) referred to situations throughout
history from Archimedes, Hannibal, and Jason, to
Napoleon, Lincoln, and Grant, and continuing into the
modern day, where history was changed or could have
been changed, by a response to a decision origin.
Ancient people and modern decision-makers alike,
made decisions according to a decision-making method
or process.

They used chance, tests of daring, guess

work, astrology, intuition, the scientific method,
critical path analysis, network analysis, management
by objectives and many others in an effort to make
good decisions.

All of the previous methods have been

used and many are still in use today.
Emory and Niland (1 9 6 8 ) found evidence that indi
cated the successful decision-maker has developed some
method of decision-making.

He may not be able to de

scribe it exactly, but if he is to be successful, a
method is necessary.

Regardless of the process or

method used, all intended to choose an alternative or
solution from a group of alternatives or solutions.
Dewey (1910), Newman (1950), Umstattd (1950),
16
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1?

and Griffiths (1959) suggest a series of steps the
principal or any decision maker may follow in making a
decision.

All of the models have similar steps.

Griffiths' model (1959f P- 9*0 is as follows:
GRIFFITHS' MODEL
1.

Recognize, define, and limit the problem.

2.

Analyze and evaluate the problem.

3.

Establish criteria by which a solution will
be evaluated or judged as acceptable and
adequate to the need.

4.

Collect data.

5.

Formulate and select the preferred solution
or solutions. Test them in advance.

6

. Put into effect the preferred solution:
a.

Program the solution.

b.

Control the activities in the program.

c.

Evaluate the results and the process.

Griffiths' model is not the only type of decision
making model; it is one of a myriad.

It has been

included only to give the reader an idea of a typical
decision-making process model.
The decision-making process has been defined in
many ways.

Newman and Sumner (1961) used it as a mean

ing for planning.

Simon (i9 6 0 ) used decision-making

as if it were synonymous with managing.

Dorsey (195?)

termed decision-making as equivalent of communication.
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And Knezevich (1 9 6 9 ) in his discussion of an acceptable
definition of decision-making said it could be consid
ered the same as politics or executing decisions for
society.

All of these authors and many more agreed that

decision-making was a process.

They termed it an

orderly set of steps that end with a decision or de
cisions which in turn stimulated moves or actions.
Decision Origins
Origins as a starting point for the process of
decision-making was mentioned by Barnard (1 9 3 9 ), and
discussed and considered by Griffiths (I9 5 9 ).

They

were then expanded and demonstrated by Drucker (1 9 7 ^).
Barnard (1 9 3 8 ) seemed to be the initiator of the
consideration of origins in modern decision-making.
He thought it was important to know when to make de- .
cisions and when not to make decisions.

Barnard (1938,

p. 29) stated, "Don't decide questions that are (1) not
now pertinent, (2 ) premature, (3 ) can't be made effec
tive, and (*0 that others should decide".

There were

only three occasions or origins for decisions that
should be made:

(1 ) authoritative communication from

superiors, (2 ) cases referred for decision by sub
ordinates, and (3) cases originating in the initiative
of the executive concerned.

Griffiths (1959) supported
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Barnard in the use of these occasions, renaming them
"intermediary", "appellate", and "creative" origins of
decision-making.
A Japanese process focused on understanding the
problem.

Drucker (197*0 stated that, to the Japanese,

the most important element of decision-making was de
fining the problem or situation.

They went to great

lengths to find out where a problem came from and if it
was a problem requiring a solution.

The Japanese be

lieved it necessary to know what everyone concerned
thought about a problem before proceeding with a solu
tion.

A definition of the problem was the essence of

the decision.

The answer to the question followed

from its definition.

The desired result was appropriate

behavior on the part of the people, evolving from their
involvement in the defining and decision-making process.
Emory and Niland (1 9 6 8 ) took a different approach
to decision situations.

They stated there was no simple

satisfactory way of classifying decision origins.

The

authors then attempted to classify them in terms of
three categories:
(3)

(1) habitual, (2) programmed, and

non-programmed. They contended most personal de

cisions were made by habit.

Programmed origins trig

gered a set of routine responses.

The responses had

been developed to deal with repetitive situations in
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decision-making.

Non-programmed situations were those

that did not lend themselves to the habitual or pro
grammed response routine.
This approach to decision-making origins seems to
avoid one of the most important issues of the decision
making process.

The decision-maker makes a decision in

response to a situation which he deems requires his de
cision, yet only the non-programmed category requires
any decision at all.

The other two categories require

no decision because they are automatic.

There are no

alternatives, no choices.for response to origin.
matic responses are not decisions:

Auto

they are reflex

actions.
Responses in Decision-Making
Making no Decision
Decision-makers have many responses to decision
origins.

Drucker (197*0 stated that one response is

always the alternative of doing nothing.

There are

conditions where one can, without being unduly opti
mistic, expect that situations or problems will take
care of themselves, even if nothing is done.

The author

believed that it was not necessary to intervene if the
answer to a situation or problem was that it would take
care of itself.

Nor was it necessary to interfere if
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the condition, while annoying, was of little or no
importance and unlikely to make much difference.

De

minimid non curat praetor, "the magistrate does not
consider trifles", was an important enough statement
to include in the Roman Law almost two thousand years
ago.

It is still important today.

Unnecessary de

cisions may be considered irritating and wasteful.
Decision-makers today still trifle with insig
nificant decisions at the expense of morals and pro
ductivity.

Some could learn a great deal from Roman

law about decision-making, particularly in terms of when
it is better not to make a decision.
Delegating the Decision
A second response to decision-making has been
that of delegating the decision to others.

Folsom

(1962) stated that a great deal of decision-making must
be delegated to subordinates.

Initiative on the part

of subordinates is to be encouraged, but in the absence
of proper communication, delegation could easily reach
the point where executives are not informed.

If the

executive did not keep in personal contact with his
representative, he could in time lose touch with his
responsibilities.
Chappie and Sayles (I96I) found that executives
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needed twelve to sixteen.hours a day to do what was
expected of them.

They were limited because a major

portion of their motions involved other people, whom
they could not take home.

They were therefore re

stricted to eight hours where they could work with
others, delegate responsibilities, meet expectations
and share their large work load.

Delegating may be

hard when almost half of a decision-makers work day
is spent working by himself.
Because delegating decisions may shorten a
decision-maker's working, day or make his job easier,
he may rely on others when he should be relying on
himself.

Delegation could become a shortcoming as

well as a work shortener.

Whether used or abused,

delegating was a response to decision-making chosen
by decision-makers to deal with their responsibi
lities and make their jobs more interesting and
manageable.
The School Board Journal (197*0 in an article
on avoiding difficult decisions stated that delega
tion was also a useful way to avoid responsibility for
difficult decisions.

By delegating it was possible to

share responsibilities when confronted with a diffi
cult situation.
Delegating makes for effective use of a
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decision-maker's time, provided he considers the
capabilities of his delegates, keeps in touch with them,
and is aware of what they are doing.
Consulting with a Group
A third response to decision-making that elementary
principals might choose was consulting with a group.
Penn and Cornthwaite (1976) found school students and
faculty favored an increased emphasis on share decision
making through committees.

In their study they found

both faculty and students enjoyed serving on committees
and both felt committee work could be rewarding.

When

it came to specific decisions, both groups preferred to
have administrators take major responsibility for de
cisions in most areas.

Committee members did not want

to administer programs, but they did want some involve
ment in the process.

The administrator who provided

adequate orientation and support found committees use
ful tools in decision-making processes.
Wendell (1 9 7 1 ) in an earlier study, found princi
pals appreciated teacher participation in decision
making and sharing of information with teachers.

They

found that experienced building administrators, who
supervised a large number of persons on their staffs,
had great faith in their own abilities and the ability
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of their staff but that they felt personally responsible
for the operation of their school.
This seems to indicate that principals through
experience learned that they made the decisions for
the school.

They have also learned to consult with

teachers and others.

Through consultation they have

learned about strengths and weaknesses of the staff and
appreciate their abilities and views on issues and de
cisions.
From the previous studies it is possible to see
that principals are primarily responsible for decisions
made in the school.

Principals rely on groups for

information in the decision-making process to help them
meet their responsibilities.
There are other reasons for principals' consulta
tions with groups.

Vroman (1975) stated that nominal

groups or non-interacting groups were helpful at three
major points in the decision-making process:

(1 ) defi

nition of goals, (2 ) development of plans or selecting
alternatives, and (3 ) assessment or evaluation of the
decision or plan.
Folsom (1962) found that consulting with groups
before making decisions served as a checks-and-balances
system and helped insure more acceptable decisions.
Shaw (1 9 4 7 ) and Barnlund (1959) showed groups to be
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more effective than individuals in decision-making when
strong personal feelings were involved.

Groups were

found to be more effective in the solution of reasoning
problems.
Bobbe and Connolly (1975) supported Folsom with
their findings about schools in Greece, New York.

The

schools were able to make great strides in educational
innovation and public support of the innovation, by
involving the community, students, and faculty in
decision-making.

They pointed out that progress was

greatly slowed but those- involved were more likely to
understand and support the decisions and plans made.
Piper (197*0 added another dimension to group
involvement in decision-making.

He said, "If arriving

at the most correct decision is the primary goal, the
involvement of several persons...whether it be through
consensus or a participative model...will provide better
results than the ’one man deciding alone' model"
(Piper, 197*0 P- 9*+)
Principals consult with groups to define goals,
for information developing plans, for selecting alterna
tives, for insuring accuracy, for support, and for
evaluating plans and decisions.
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Principal Relying on Himself
A

fourth response to decision origins available to

the principal was the decision-maker deciding without
consultation.

Piper (197*0, in a note to his study,

commented on a group where the leader, though instructed
to solicit and consider the advice of his group, did
just the opposite and ignored their suggestions.

They

attempted to help him and he completely rejected their
attempts to influence his decisions.

Instead of lis

tening he spent his time "talking himself into a new
decision".

The group's decisions were his and his

alone.
Green (1961) said that Claudius Nero brought about
the defeat of Hannibal and the end of the Second Punic
<Var because he disobeyed Roman Laws.

He ignored the

advice of his associates, and marched his army outside
the province.

He saw an opportunity and had the audac

ity to act in a crisis.
course of history.

By doing so he changed the

He cut off Hannibal, saved Rome

and insured for himself a place in Roman and *Vorld
History.
One man acting on his own, without consultation,
was a response to decision-making that was used when
decisions had to be made rapidly.

It was used when

there was not time to consult with others, or where the
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individual responsible for the decision felt he knew
the correct solution regardless of what others might
say.

Further discussion with others was not necessary

in those situations.
Early research into the advantages of individual
decision-making versus group decision-making (Watson,
1928) was inconclusive.

Some studies found groups more

effective and others dealing with similar situations
found the individual more effective.

Talented individ

uals outperformed the group in most situations.
Dickens and Heffernan (19^9) found that in many
cases averaged individual decisions of a group were as
good as, and perhaps even superior to, decisions made
after discussion with the group.

Shaw (19 ^7 ) later

supported by Barnlund (1959, P- 58), found that an
individual's effectiveness compared to the effective
ness of groups in decision-making depended on:

(1 ) the

kind of task or decision to be made, and (2 ) the rela
tive abilities of the group and the individual.

If

the individual was well-informed, talented, kept his
personal feelings from obscuring his objectivity, and
chose from a variety of alternatives, he could make a
decision that might be better than any arrived at
through the use of a group.
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Consulting with a Confidante
A fifth approach or response to decision-making is
consultation with a confidante.

Emory and Niland (1 9 6 8 )

found that task situations differ widely in difficulty
in novel situations.

It may be hard for the decision

maker to pinpoint the problem needing resolution or
decide among novel alternatives.

In this situation a

discussion with someone who has encountered a similar
situation can be most helpful and enlightening.
Seeking the knowledge of experts or getting a
second opinion has long been the procedure of treat
ment followed by doctors.

The elementary principal too

may be well advised to seek a second opinion in making
some of his decisions.
The confidante can be a good way to get information
or a convenient way to "pass the buck" to a subordinate
or superordinate.

By sharing the decision with a sub

ordinate or superordinate, it is possible to share the
responsibility for the decision in difficult situations
stated an unidentified source in an article in American
School Board Journal

(1 9 ? U ).

The confidante can be

anyone a decision-maker feels is an expert on the situa
tion or problem, will be affected by the decision, or
represents a consensus point of view.

A superordinate

or peer who may have to accept some responsibility for
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the decision the principal makes would be a most likely
confidante.
Summary
Barnard (1939) and Griffiths (1 9 5 9 ) categorized
decision origins into three categories.

These cate

gories were adapted to form a hierarchy of decision
origins for elementary principals.
consisted of:

The hierarchy

(1 ) decisions originating above the

principal, (2 ) decisions originating below the princi
pal in the line of authority or the school system, and
(3 ) decisions originating with the principal himself.
To the original hierarchy two more origins were added
on the basis of research by Knade (1 9 6 5 ), Harris (I9 7 0 ),
Lynch (1971), Arnett (1971), Safer (1972), and Phillips
(1972).

Decisions originating with students and de

cisions originating from outside the school organiza
tion were added to the original origin hierarchy.
Responses to decision origins could similarly be
categorized.

Barnlund (1959), Knade (1 9 6 5 ), Phillips

(1971), Drucker (197*0. Piper (197*0. and Lyons and
Achilles (1 9 7 6 ) supported the use of one or more of
five categories of response.
to decision origins could:

The principal in response
(1 ) rely on his own informa

tion and judgment, (2 ) consult with a confidante,
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(3) consult with a group, (4) delegate the decision to
someone else, or (5) decide not to decide.
Dewey (1910), Newman (1950), Umstaddt (1953), and
Griffiths (1959) in their models of decision-making
show decision origins and decision-maker response to
be important aspects of the decision-making process.
From these investigations and others it is possible
to recognize that there is reason to investigate the
relationship between decision origin and consultative
response in decision-making situations for elementary
school principals.
It was on the basis of the literature review that
the objectives of the research were justified.

The

next chapter deals with the objectives of the study.
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CHAPTER I I I

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
Research Questions
1

. Y/hat is the frequency of each decision origin
for each principal?

Individual matrices were examined to ascertain
whether one or more origins occur more frequently than
others for each principal.

A one way analysis of vari

ance was used for purposes of statistical testing.
2

.

tfhat is the frequency of each type of decision
response for each principal?

Individual matrices were examined to ascertain
whether one or more responses occur more frequently
than others,

A one way analysis of variance was used

as a statistical test.
3.

Is there a pattern to each principal's de
cision response to decision origin?

Individual matrices were examined to ascertain
whether there was a characteristic pattern of response
to origin for each principal.

Attempts were made to

classify patterns and compare individual patterns of
response with the responses of the total group
matrix.
31
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4.

Are there patterns of decision response to
decision origins among all principals?

The group matrix was examined to ascertain whether
there was a characteristic pattern of response to origin
among all principals.

A Chi-Square test was used as a

statistical test.
Research Hypotheses
In order to test the research hypotheses the fol
lowing assumptions were assumed to be true.
Assumptions
1.

There is a difference in origin of decision

2.

There is a difference in the way each princi

dealt with by each principal.

pal responds to decision origins.
Hypotheses
1.

There is a pattern to the way each principal
responds to decision origins, giving partic
ular responses to certain origins.

2.

There is a relationship between decision origin
and response to origin among all principals.

3.

When decisions originate with superordinates,
principals will tend to consult with others.
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4.

When decisions originate with peers, princi

5.

vVhen decisions originate with the principal

pals will tend to consult with others.

himself, principals will tend to rely on them
selves.
6

. When

decisions originate with

subordinates,

principals will tend to rely on themselves
and their own judgment.
7. When

decisions originate with students, princi

pals will tend to delegate decisions.
8

. When

decisions originate with outside individ

uals or groups, principals will tend to dele
gate decisions.
These research hypotheses will later be refined to
become the statistical hypotheses used in this study.
Rational for Hypotheses
Robinson (1970) found that principals are most able
to predict teacher responses to decision-making and
least able to predict superintendent responses.

This

finding would indicate that principals must consult
more to find solutions for decisions presented by super
ordinates.

It would also seem to indicate that a prin

cipal can arrive at accurate solutions for subordinate
decision origins by himself.
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Piper (1974) found that when arriving at the most
correct decision was the primary goal of a decision
maker, the involvement of several persons would provide
more adequate results than would one person deciding
alone,
Lipham and Hoeh (1974) suggested that principals
cannot possibly master every facet of running the school
and should delegate to others decisions that fall out
side their expertise.
Assumptions and Limitations
Assumptions
It will be'assumed that all principals will deal
with decisions of the six origins:

(1 ) superordinates,

(?) peer, (3 ) principal himself, (4) subordinate,
(5 ) student, and (6 ) outside.
It was assumed that the running of a school pre
sents similar situations regardless of the school size,
setting or environment.

Number, size and severity of

problems encountered may be affected by these factors.
It was assumed that school climates will vary.
It was assumed that school contexts will vary.
It was assumed that principals will have differ
ent personalities and perceptions of decision-making.
It was assumed that all decision situations will
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differ in importance and the amount of time for a
decision to be made.
It was assumed that the size of the school system
may affect the principals’ response to origin by limit
ing or expanding his choice of origins and responses.
Limitations
Limitations of this study are:
1.

The use of a random sample instead of the
whole population of elementary principals.

2.

The use of interview and questionnaire which
may bias the results generated.

3-

The use of principal’s recollections and
perceptions of decisions rather than actual
on site observation of the principal making
decisions.
Differences in school climate and context
making each school a different environment.

5.

6

. Feelings about the importance of the study
to the principal's own situation may affect
his responses to the interviewer or ques
tionnaire. Does the study matter to the
principal?

7.

8

Differences in size or setting of schools
may restrict or expand decision origins or
decision responses.

The principal's perception of what a correct
response to origin should be may cause him to
construct origins or responses according to
what he perceives is a correct response, not
what he actually does in practice.

. Decisions not remembered or thought unimportant
will be lost.
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Other unknown situations which may bias or
confound the data or analysis.

As a result of the assumptions and limitations an
appropriate research design was an important considera
tion,

The next chapter deals with that research design.
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CHAPTER IV

RESEARCH DESIGN
Method
A sample of elementary principals was drawn from
the population of public elementary principals in
Michigan.

The principals were asked to list or tell

an interviewer the decisions they had made in the last
two weeks in their capacity as principal of an elemen
tary school.

The list was compiled with attention to

the six problem origins.

Each principal was asked to

describe or relate decision situations he had encoun
tered in his job and his perception of where the situa
tion originated:

(1 ) with superordinates, (2 ) with

peers, (3 ) with subordinates, (4) with the principal
himself, (5 ) with students, or (6 ) outside the school.
Finally, the principal was asked what response was
chosen in regard to each origin.

He disclosed how his

decisions were made and whom he consulted in arriving
at the decisions.

Did the principal decide:

(1) by

himself, (2 ) by discussing it with one other person or
confidante, (3 ) after consulting with a group,

(b )

by

delegating to others, or (5 ) by deciding not to decide?
Questionnaires were left with some principals so
that interview responses could be compared with
37
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responses in subsequent weeks of decision-making by
the principals.
The principals' responses were coded on an individ
ual matrix.

Origin was one index; response was the

other index of the matrix.
origin were coded in cells,

Frequencies of response to
upon completion of all

matrices, they were evaluated with an eye for patterns
of origin and response to origin.
A group matrix was then constructed to show fre
quencies of origin and response to origin across all
principals.

A Chi-Square Test was used to determine

significance of difference between cells of the matrix
and the relationship of the two indices.

A group mean

of cell frequencies was used to show how individual
matrices differed from the group.
Statistical Hypotheses

The statistical hypotheses are stated in null
form and were refined from research hypotheses stated
earlier in Chapter II.
Hq

There is no difference in the frequency

of

decision origins for each principal.

Hq

There is no difference in the frequency

of

decision response to decision origin for
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each principal.
Hq

There is no pattern to each principal's
decision response to decision origin.

Hq

There is no relationship between decision
origin and decision response across princi
pals .
Alternate Hypotheses
There is a difference in the frequency of
decision origins for each principal.

Hp

There is a difference in the frequency of
decision response to decision origin for
each principal.
There is a pattern to each principal's
decision response to decision origin.
There is a relationship between decision
origin and decision response across princi
pals .
Population

The population universe considered in this study
was elementary principals in the state of Michigan.
The universe was limited in two ways:

(1) Only public
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school principals were included in the study.

(2) Only

principals in buildings that included kindergarten
through sixth grades inclusively were used (K -

6

).

The universe of elementary school principals in Michigan
subject to the above criteria was 1,156.

(1979 Michigan

Education Directory)
Population Sample
A random sample of 115 principals, and another
random set of 85 alternates was drawn.
1 15

questionnaires sent out,

75

or

65%

Of the original
were returned.

The other forty responses were obtained through inter
viewing the non-respondents, and those alternates who
were chosen and who responded to the questionnaire.
115 respondents represented approximately

10%

The

of the

population and was considered an adequate sample of
principals,
Seven of the original 75 and 16 of the total of
principals’ responses indicated that they did not wish
to participate in the study.

The reasons given for

their refusal to participate included concern for
confidentiality, pressure of business, problems compre
hending questionnaire, and concern over uses that might
be made of the responses.
The non-participating respondents were counted as
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part of the 115 responses.

However, since they pro

vided no data comparable to the other respondents, they
were not included in the data analysis except in Table 1.
TABLE 1
Reasons Given by Responding Non-participants for
Non-participation by Number and Percentage
Number

Reason

Percentage

Closing school

1

6

Concern for confidentiality
of information

3

19

Could not comprehend
questionnaire

2

12.5

Questionnaire appeared too
long to complete quickly

2

12.5

Did not wish to participate

2

12.5

No reason give, but
questionnaire was
returned unanswered

6

37.5

Note. 16 of .115 total responses represents
7

of

75

represents

10 0 %

16

Total non-participating
respondents

9%

lk %

of total

of original sample

Data from the respondents were then analyzed to
gain information about the sample population.

It was

found that most principals held a Master's degree (71%).
And while some held more advanced degrees, 10% with
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Specialist degrees

a n d 9# of the respondents with

Doctoral degrees t h e r e were only

Jfo

of the principals

in the sample grou_p>

whose highest degree was a

Bachelor's degree.

(Table 2)

Experience
Many degrees o f* experience were encountered.
range of experience

The

was considerable, ranging from

principals with l e s s

than one year of experience to

those with more t h a n

^0 years on the job.

Experience on
for the group.

T w e n t y percent of the sample had five

years or less experience.
tween
15

5 - 1 0

(Table 2)

“t he job presented a varied pattern

years

Seventeen percent had be

experience, while

23^

had from

10

-

years in the prirac ipalship.

Age
Ages of the p r i ncipals studied presented a dif
ferent picture from

-that of experience.

Forty-one

percent of the princ Ipals were between the ages of
and 50 years.

were between the a g e s
60

and under

to the study.

*11

Nine-ty-four percent of the principals

30

of

30

and

60.

Principals over

represented only 5$ of the respondents
(Table

2)
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3

School System Size
Most of the principals included in this study were
from systems with populations between
students,

79 $.

1 ,0 0 0

and

20,000

School systems with under 1,000 students

and those with over

1 0 t 00 0

students were represented

by four and six respondents respectively, 4$ and

6 $.

Building Size
Principals of buildings with 200 to 600 students
made up
600

86 $

of the respondents.

Large schools of over

students were indicated in only 4 cases, or 4$.
Principals supervised varied numbers of staff.

Most were concerned with 16 to

30

staff members, 46$.

Few principals had more than 46 staff members, only 5$.
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TABLE 2

Educational Background, Experience, and
Age of Principals Responding to the
Study by Number and Percentage
Highest Degree Earned
Bachelor's

Number

3

3

Master's

70

71

Specialist

10

10

9

9

Doctorate

_Z

No reply
Total
Years of Experience
years

0 - 5

years

5 -1 0
11

-

15

years

1 00 #

Number

Percentage

20

20

1?

17

23

23

16

-

20

years

11

11

21

-

25

years

15

15

25

or more years

Total
1%

7

99

9

No reply

*

Percentage

9
4

99*

99/**

loss due to rounding
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TABLE 2 ( C o n t i n u e d )

Age
20

Number
-

30

o
-3i

3

3

25

25

41 -

50

4l

41

51 -

60

27

2?

- 65

2

2

61

No reply
Total
*

1%

Percentage

1

99*

99#*

loss due to rounding
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TABLE 3
S y s te m S i z e f o r P r i n c i p a l s
N um ber an d P e r c e n ta g e

System Size

by

Number

Percentage

4

4

1,000 - 5,000

34

34

5,001 - 10,000

24

24

10,001 - 20,000

21

21

20,001 - 30,000

10

10

Over 30,000

_6

Total

99*

0 - 1,000

6

99%*

* 1% loss due to rounding
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TABLE 4
S c h o o l S iz e f o r P r in c ip a ls
N um ber and P e r c e n ta g e

Number of Children
in School

0

-

201

Percentage

12

11

- 400

47

44

600

39

37

600

4

4

No reply

4

over

Total
7

Number

200

401 -

*

by

principals had

106*

2

4
100#

schools
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TABLE 5
S t a f f S iz e
Num ber

fo r
and

P r in c ip a ls
P e r c e n ta g e

Number of Staff

by

Number

Percentage

19

18

- 70

if.9

46

31 - 45

28

26

over 46

5

1
16

- 15

5

_

No reply
Total

100$

106

While principals wi-th only one building were the
main focus of the study,

principals with two or more-

buildings were also represented in the final sample,
7$.

Moreover, some principals had teaching, counseling,

or special program responsibilities in addition to
their duties as principal .
The number of other elementary principals in the
school district of the responding principals included in
this sample fell primarily into three groups.

Fifty-

eight percent of the respondents reported from one to
ten other principals in tire system,
they worked with

11

to

25

21$

replied that

other principals, and

reported they worked with more than

26

20$

principals.
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Schools of rural, suburban, and urban settings
were evenly represented in the study.
TABLE 6
Number of Other Elementary Principals in the School
Systems, Responsibilities of the Principal, and
Setting of School for Principals by
Number and Percentage

Elementary Principals

Number

Percentage

0-5

3k

Jk

6 - 1 0

2k

2k

12

12

-

20

3

3

1

i\3

16

ro

11-15

6

6

Over 26

20

20

No reply

_!

1

Total

99

99#

Responsibilities

Number

Percentage

93

1

school

92

2

schools

_7.

Total

99

100#
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TABLE

6

(C o n tin u e d )

Responsibilities (Continued)

Percentage

Number

l/ 2 time

12.

12

Full time

8Z

88

Total

99

100%

Number

Percentage

Setting
Urban

34

32

Suburban

bk

42

Rural

28

Total

106

26
100%

Summary of the Population Sample
The typical principal responding to the questions
covered in the research instrument and from whom data
for this study were provided was

U 6 .3

age, and had a Master's degree, with
2) of experience.

years (Table 2) of
years (Table

The principal has responsibility for

only one school of 192 children (Table 4), works with
14 other principals (Table

6

), has a staff of 26 em

ployees (Table 5) and works in a system with 5 - 1 0
thousand students (Table 3).
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Pilot StudyFollowing interviews with principals, discussions
with teachers and advisors, and personal observations,
an interview/questionnaire schedule form was devised.
To check out the research instrument the schedule was
administered to 16 principals in the Battle Creek Public
Schools, and principals representing Lake City, Ionia,
Detroit, Cadillac, and Mt. Pleasant Public Schools, for
a total of 30 Michigan principals.

These principals

were chosen because of accessibility, and because they
were felt to be representative of small city, rural
community, suburban, and large urban areas.

Six of

these principals were later chosen in the random sample
used to gather the body of data utilized in this re
search.
During this pilot study, it was found that the
instrument was reliable (a number of individuals all
drew the same results from given interview schedule
answers), understandable (principals once familiar with
the format could give adequate answers with minimum
frustration), not overly difficult (time involvement
was about
hand.

20

minutes), and relevant to the research at

As a result of the findings of the pilot study,

the instrument was changed slightly.

An "information"

or "data" sheet was also included to identify principals
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demographically, and questions about delegation of
decisions, and ignoring, or waiting, to make a decision
were added.

The form was found to be relevant to dis

tricts of all sizes.

The researcher discovered, how

ever, that in schools of large size (one of

85 7

students), the principal had certain specializations.
There were certain areas or kinds of decisions the
principal preferred to work with and he made only those
decisions he selected.

Other decisions about which he

had little or no knowledge he ignored and/or delegated
to others.

However it was determined that these schools

should continue to be included in the final tabulations,
but also be analyzed separately to see if this was an
individual difference or a characteristic of large
elementary schools.
The research instrument proved reliable, relevant,
and useful in all pilot situations regardless of set
ting.

Principals' experience, size of staff, size of

district, age, or scope of responsibilities were wide
ranging, yet nearly all principals gave useable answers
to all questions.
The reactions of the principals concerned ranged
from short answers, "pleased to be included", to de
tailed responses, and highly enthusiastic support for
the study.

Principals in the pilot study were most
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encouraging about the study and interested in being of
assistance in bringing about its completion.
Instrumentation and Variables
The instrument used in this study was one devel
oped by the researcher.

The items and questions used

on the instrument were drawn out of those suggested in
interviews with principals, teachers, professors, and
advisers.

Items were written and administered in

interview and questionnaire form in a pretest pilot
study to TO principals accessible to the researcher.
It was also found early in the course of the
pilot study that principals did not say that they dele
gated responsibilities to others, yet in observations
of elementary schools it was noted that principals
did delegate.

It was also found that principals did

not volunteer information about decisions they decided
not to make, or decisions they postponed, unless they
were specifically asked about them.

Therefore, ques

tions concerning the delegation of decisions to others,
and postponing or ignoring decisions were added to
later pilot study interviews,

dhen asked specifically

about delegations and decisions postponed, principals
responded with instances of each.

A

question about

delegating, and another regarding postponed decisions
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were added to the final questionnaire and interview
forms.
In the use of the pilot questionnaire and inter
view, little information about each principal's per
sonal background, school setting, and experience was
obtained.

To facilitate classification of each princi

pal, an information sheet was also added as a frontis
piece to the questionnaire and interview form.

The

instrument was then in the form in which it appears
in Appendix A.
Independent Variables
In this study the independent variables were
believed to have direct effect on principals' responses
to decision-making.

One objective of this study was

to determine the frequency of each decision origin for
each principal.

Another objective was to determine for

all principals in the study the relationship between
decision origin and decision-maker response.
The independent variables were decision origins.
A great concern of this study was the principal's per
ception of the origin of each of the decisions dis
cussed.

As Griffiths (1959), and later Drucker (1974)

espoused, where a situation or problem originated and
how it was defined, had a great deal to do with how
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it was resolved.

Decision origins were divided into

five categories.

These categories were described as

1.

Superordinate origins - problems or situations
presented by, or brought to the attention of
the principal by those higher in rank in the
organizational structure.

2.

Peer origins - problems or situations pre
sented by or brought to the attention of the
principal by those of equal rank or stand
ing in the organizational structure.

3.

Principal origins - problems or situations
presented or discovered by the principal
himself.

I* .

Subordinate origins - problems or situations
presented by or brought to the attention of
the principal by those of lower rank in the
organization.

5.

Student origins - problems or situations pre
sented by or brought to the attention of the
principal by students within the school it
self.

6

. Outside origins - problems or situations
brought to the attention of the principal
by those outside the formal school organizat ion.
Dependent Variables

A major objective of this study was to determine
for each principal the frequency of each consultative
response.

Further the researcher desired to determine

for all principals in the study the relationship if
any, between decision origins and principals' responses.
The dependent variables were principals'
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consultative responses.

Knade (1 9 6 5 ), Arnett (1 9 7 1 ),

Holmes (1 9 7 2 ), and Safer (1 9 7 2 ) pointed to the impor
tance of consultation in decision response.

Barnlund

(IQ5 9 ) stated that the individual making decisions for
a group, and group consultation in decisions of certain
types, could both be very effective ways of responding
to problems.

Costin (1 9 5 9 ) suggested that a confidante

could be most helpful in certain situations that a
principal encounters.

From the findings of these re

searchers and others, therefore, five dependent vari
ables were:
1. Rely on self - the principal used his own
resources and judgment in solving the prob
lem or situation without consultation with
others
2. Consult with confidante - the principal
discussed or asked for information from
only one person.
7. Consult with a group - the principal dis
cussed or asked for information from two or
more people either normally or collectively.
U. Delegate the decision - the principal dele
gated or assigned the decision to someone
else,
5. Decided not to decide - the principal post
poned or ignored the decision. He may have
felt more time was necessary to get enough
information to make the decision or that as
Barnard (1939) found, it was a situation
where a decision on his part could serve
no constructive purpose.
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Procedures
The interview/questionnaire form compiled for this
study was used to elicit principals* perceptions of
decision origins and to record their responses to them
in terms of their origins.

Principals were first asked

to respond to questions about themselves, their experi
ence, and their qualifications.

They were then asked

to give information about their school, such as size,
number of teachers and staff supervised, setting of
the school, and regularity of building meetings,

final

ly, questions were asked to gain information about the
school system in which the principal worked.

They were

asked about the size of the system, and the number of
other elementary principals in the system.
These questions were asked to give a personal
profile of each principal and help control and identify
variations in responses that might not be attributable
to the principal himself, but were more related to
his setting or situation.
Following the profile information, the principal
was given information about the study.

It was ex

plained that the study was concerned with where de
cisions originate and the way a principal might deal
with decisions of different origins.

It was also

explained that specific instances of decisions the
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principal had made in the last two weeks was a concern
of the study.

Finally, they were assured of confi

dentiality and that the study was concerned with their
consultative responses in the decision, not the effect
of their decisions.
The principals were then asked five questions
about each of the six decision origins.

The first

question asked if the principal made decisions about
situations or problems of that origin.

The second

question gave instances of typical problems of that
origin to help assure that the principal understood
what the origin might entail and stimulate his thinking
for question three.

The third question asked the prin

cipal to provide specific instances of the decisions
he had made regarding situations or problems of that
origin.

He was asked to address only these situations

he had encountered in the last two weeks.

The fourth

question asked if the situations were typical or usual.
Finally, the fifth question asked for specifics of
atypical situations or problems.
Careful attention was paid to the third question
of each origin section, or the (C) questions on each
interview and questionnaire form.

The (C) questions

were the principal's problems or decision situations
for each origin.

Next to each (C) response was a code
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letter indicating with whom he had consulted in making
his decision.

The origin, and his response to each

decision origin, provided the data used later in much
of the analysis.
After principals had been asked about each origin,
(1 ) student origins, (2 ) subordinate origins, (3 ) peer
origins, (4) self-origins, (5) superordinate origins,
and (6 ) outside origins, each was asked to reconsider
each situation he had presented in the (G) section of
each origin and think about who was consulted in his
making a decision.

A code was used to make it possible

to give a response for every origin in the space pro
vided.

His choices were (N) for no consultation, (G)

for consultation with more than one person, (C) for
consultation with only one other individual, (D) for
delegation to others, and (I) for deciding not to de
cide at that time or ignoring or forgetting the prob
lem.
The responses were analyzed and put on an indi
vidual matrix.

These matrices provided a picture of

each principal in terms of origin and response.
Ultimately, individual matrices were combined to
form a group matrix.

This matrix provided a picture

of the origins and responses of principals in the
study as a total group.
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.Vith the design considerations taken into account
the next step was analysis of the data.

The next

chapter deals with that data analysis.
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CHAPTER V

ANA LYS IS

OF THE DATA

The analysis of the data consisted of (1) scrutiny
of the origin statements and their frequencies in each
level of origin, (2 ) scrutiny of responses and their
frequencies,

(1 )

analysis of principals' response to

origin patterns, (U) one way analysis of variance on
principals' responses, and (5 ) chi-square correlation
on all responses of principals in the study.
Data appropriate to.the four hypotheses were ana
lyzed by the use of comparison of individual frequencies
to mean frequencies, one way analysis of variance, and
a chi-square test.

The .05 level was determined as

the statistical level of significance necessary to
reject a given hypothesis.
Restatement of Statistical Hypotheses
The statistical hypotheses are stated in null form.
Hq I

There isno difference in the frequency

of

decision origins for each principal.
Hq 2

There isno difference in the frequency of
decision response to decision origin for
each principal.

61
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Hq3 There is no pattern to each principal's
decision response to decision origin.
There is no relationship between decision
origin and decision response across princi
pals .
The following chapter deals with data analysis
presented for these hypotheses.

It also deals with the

findings that could be derived from each analysis.
Little was known about decision origins.

It was

not known whether all origins which were presented by
the study would manifest themselves in each principal's
school setting. . The first hypothesis was an attempt
to determine if all origins were represented in each
setting and if they were represented similarly in all
settings.
Analysis of the First Hypothesis
There is no difference in the frequency of
decision origins for each principal.
Minimums, maximums and means for the total group
sample of principals were studied.
as an indicator of central tendency.

The mean was used
The minimums and

maximums were considered because of their indication
of individual maximal deviations from central
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bendency (Table 7).
In addition individual matrices were compared.
Careful attention was paid to patterns of response, row
totals (subtotals of frequencies of origin) and total
responses for all origins for each principal.
Minimums, maximums, and means for the total group
of principals studied were as follows:
TABLE 7
Minimal, Maximal and Mean Frequency
for Each Decision Origin for the
Total Group of Principals

No. of Desc/Origin

Principals Decisions by Origin

Min,, Max. Mean
0

8

2 .1 3

Decisions originating with
superordinates

0

6

2.44

Decisions originating with
peers

0

9

2.87

Decisions originating with
principal himself

0

10

4 .5 7

Decisions originating with
subordinates

0

9

3.77

Decisions originating with
students

0

9

2 .8 8

Decisions originating outside

2

46

1 8 .6 7

Total decisions from all
categories for all principals
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Findings About the First Hypothesis
There is no difference in the frequency of de
cision origins for each principal.
The matrices of all principals in the study were
compared visually.
matrices.

No two principals had identical

No two principals had identical subtotals

for frequency of origin (Table 12).

Total responses

for all origins indicated on the individual matrices
ranged from 2 to

b6

(Table 12).

Decision origin frequencies differed for each of
the six origins.

Table 8 indicates that principals

do deal more with problems of certain origins.

They

appear to make decisions from two origins more often
than they make decisions originating with the other
four categories.

In this study principals made more

decisions that originated with subordinates and stu
dents.

Principals made an average of

b .5 7

decisions

originating with subordinates and an average of

3 .7 7

decisions originating with students for each principal
in the study (Table 8).
Subtotals for each origin (Table

9

) were compared

through a one way analysis of variance (Table 10).
. The one way analysis indicated that there were
differences in the frequencies.

However, these differ

ences were not significant at the .05 level (Table 10).
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The .05 level had earlier been determined as the level
of significance necessary to reject the hypothesis.
Therefore the first hypothesis could not be re
jected .
TABLE

8

Total, Mean, Frequencies, and Percentages
for Each Decision Origin
Tor all Principals
Origin

Total

Percentage

Mean

Superordinates

211.

11.4

2.13

Peers

242

1 3 -0

2.44

Principal

284

15.^

2 .8 7

Subordinates

453

24.5

4.57

Students

373

2 0 .2

3.77

Outside

285

15.4

2 .8 8

Total
*

.1%

1,848

99.9*

loss to rounding
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TABLE 9

Subtotals of Decision Origins by Response for
all Principals Studied/Subtotals of Response
to Origin by Origin for all Principals

Origin

Rely
on
Self

Superordinate

Consult
with
Confidante

Consult
with
Group

Delegate
to
Others

Decide
not to
Decide

92

22

3

211

11

83

2

0

2k 2

13

6

9

2

28k

15

k53

2k
20

Total Percentage

55

39

Peer

109

k8

Principal

102

25

lk

Subordinate

136

7^

161

6k

18

Student

185

k l

10?

28

12

373

Outside

m

ko

_£Z

26

_2

285

Total

7k 0

267

6k 6

151

w

Wo

35%

87o

kk
2%

l,8k8

11
98*
99*

* loss due to rounding
o\
C7\

6?
TABLE 1 0

One Way Analysis of Variance performed on Subtotals
of Frequencies of Each Decision Origin
Analysis of Origins with Treatments Determined
by a Breakdown on the Response Variable
Treatment

Mean

Size

Standard Deviation

1.

Superordinates

5

42.2

33.91

2.

Peers

5

48.4

48.39

3.

Principal

5

5 6 .8

63.83

4.

Subordinates

5

9 0 .6 2

57.60

5.

Students

5

74.6

71.51

5

57.0

56.50

6

. Outside

Source
Between

•

Sum. of Square

D.F.

Mean Square

8024.00

5

1605

tfithin

7 6 7 6 1 .2 0

24

3198

Total

84785.20

29

F.

0.5018

Prob.
O.7 7 1 9

O'
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Principals' responses to decision origin is an
area that has had little exploration empirically.

The

second hypothesis was an attempt to determine if the
principals studied respond to decisions in a particular
way.

Did the principals have a preferred response or

responses?

Do they use all the responses presented

in the study?
Analysis of the Second Hypothesis
Kp

There is no difference in the frequency of
decision response to decision origin.

Frequencies of decision response for each principal
were compared arid analyzed.

Responses were assigned to

levels of origin to facilitate analysis.

A one way

analysis of variance was computed on subtotals of re
sponses by level of origin.

The one way analysis of

variance was found to indicate differences between re
sponses.

A Tukey method post hoc analysis was performed

to determine which of the responses were significantly
different from other responses.
Findings About the Second Hypothesis
No two principals in the study had identical fre
quencies of decision response.

No two principals had

identical subtotals for response by origin.

Responses
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ranged from

2

to 4-6 with a mean of

18 and a median of
the study made

18

19,

or

19

1 8 .6 7 ,

a mode of

indicating that principals in
responses on the questionnaire

(Table 11).
The means for each response indicate that "rely on
self" and "consult with a group are the two most often
utilized responses of the principals studied (Table 12).
TABLE 11
Minimum, Maximum, Total, and Mean Response
to Origin for Principals Studied
Minimal
Response
of any
Principal

Maximal
Response
of any
Principal

Rely on self

0

28

?.4?

740

Consult with
confidante

0

12.

2 .7 0

26?

Consult with
group

0

18

6.53

646

Delegate to
others

0

9

1.53

151

Decide not to
decide

0

Response
to Origin

4
Total

Note. n =

Mean
for
all
Principals

.44
1 8 .6 7

Total
for
all
Principals

__ 45
1,84-9

99
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TABLE 12

Frequency of Decision Response Indicated by
Principals, by Number and Percentage
Number of Decision
Responses Perceived
0

- 5

6

-

10

Princ ipals
Responding

Percentage

4

4

13

13

11

- 15

20

20

16

-

23

23

20

21

- 25

23

23

26

- 30

11

11

31 - 35

3

3

36 - 40

1

1

41 - 45

_1

_1

Total

99

99%
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TABLE 13

Response to Decision Origin for all Principals Listed by
Origin by Response to Origin Represented in Percentage
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Origins
Superordinate

Rely
on
Self

Principal
Subordinates
Students

Totals

Delegate
to
Others

Decide
not to
Decide

>2 %--» n
7%
4
20%-^
0% —=*n
45% — *
34%-}
1%-*
18%
0%
13%
15%
i%
4
4
4
36%-^
1%
n
9%-*
3%-?
51%-?
14%
9%
23%
5%
4
4
4
4
4
30%--?
l4%-=>
16%-?
4%— »>n
36%-?
28%
42%
4i%
25%
4
4
50%— a*
11%-9
29%-*
3%— * n
7%-*
15%
25 %
17%
19%
27%
4
4
4
4
54%— ^
20%-*
3%— n
9%-*
15%
17%
20%
9%
2¥°
n = 740
n = 267
n = 64-6
n = 151
= 44
^0TT5%
35?T
?n
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
~W7o

15%
4

14%
4

15%
4

1

6%

lS%

4

1

Outside

Consult
with
Group

~2M

7%
4

Peers

Consult
with
Confidante

4

4

= 211 »
= 100%
- 242 =
=-100%
= 284 ■
= 100%
- 453 - 100%
= 373 = 100%
= 285 =
= 100%
« 1.84H"

According to the responses as reported in Table 13
principals relied on themselves and their own informa
tion and judgment more often than they used any other
reference source.

They also responded by consulting

with groups in many situations,

35$

of the time.

They

consulted with "one person", 14% of the time and they
seemed unwilling to "delegate", as evidence by the 8%
figure.

The least used alternative was that of making

no decision at all, with only 2% of all the principals
reporting such behavior.
In the one way analysis of variance performed on
the responses by level of origin, there were signifi
cant differences among responses for all principals.
This finding indicated that certain responses were used
to a significantly greater extent than were the other
responses (Table 14).
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TABLE l * f

One Way Analysis of Variance for Subtotals of
Response Determined by Level of Origin

Analysis on Response with Treatments Determined
by a Breakdown on the Variable Decision Origin
Treatment

Size

Mean

Standard Deviation

1.

Rely on self

6

123.3

45.10728

2.

Consult with
confidante

6

4-4-.5

16.28189

3.

Consult with
group

6

107.7

/f. Delegate
5.

Decide not to
dec ide

Source

Sum. of Square

6

39.33277
21.56309

25.17

6

7-333
D.F.

6.918574

Mean Square

Between

6 2 9 8 6 .8 7

4

Within

21798.33

2£ 871.9

Total

84-785.20

F

.1575E+05 18.06

Prob.
0.000

29
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To determine which of the responses were used
significantly more often a Tukey Post Hoc Analysis was
used.

The differences between response presented in

Table 15 were also found.
TABLE 15
Mean Differences for Each Response in Comparison to
Every Other Response in a Tukey Post Hoc Analysis
(Horizontal - Vertical * Mean Difference)
Response
Consult with
confidante

# 7 8 .'8

Consult with
group

415-6

Delegate to
others

#98.13

Decide not to
decide

#115.97

#-63.2
19.33

#82.53

37.17

#100.37

Consult
Consult
with a
with a
Confidante Group

Rely
on
Self

1 7 .8*1

Delegate
to
Others

871.
•9

r - (

5

)

(«95q

*1,25) = 51.5

)

(«90q

#,25) * #5.2

871. 9
T = (

Note.

5

# Values significant at .05 level
T computed using Tukey method post hoc analysis
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One way analysis of variance computed on re
sponse yielded an F Value of 18.06.

This value had a

probability of .0000 which was smaller than the

.0 5

level of significance chosen for this study (Table 1^).
Tukey method post hoc analysis (Table 15) was also
completed on the data and disclosed:

(1) differences

between the response "rely on self" and the response
"consult with confidante", "delegate to others", and
"decide not to decide", (2) differences between the
response "consult with group" and the responses "consult
with confidante", "delegate to others", and "decide not
to decide".
These results indicate that principals as a group
used the responses "rely on self" and "consult with
group" significantly more than the responses "consult
with confidante", "delegate to others", and "decide
not to decide".

The results would also indicate that

there was a difference in frequency of decision re
sponse to decision origin.

Principals tend to respond

to decisions of all origins through the use of responses
"rely on self", or "consult with group".

Therefore,

the second hypothesis was not upheld.
After information about decision origins and re
sponse frequencies was found, it was hoped that a
pattern or patterns of decision origin and consultative
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response would begin to be evident for each principal.
The third hypothesis was an attempt to ascertain if
these patterns exist.
Analysis of the Third Hypothesis
There is no pattern to each principal's
decision response to decision origin.
Principals' individual matrices were compared and
analyzed.

The purpose of the comparisons was to deter

mine (1) whether a particular response was used for all
decision origins, (2) a different response was used for
each origin, or (3) there was a discernable pattern of
response in the replies of the principal.
Findings About the Third Hypothesis
After looking at the individual matrices of the
study principals, it became apparent that no two
matrices were the same. •Each principal had a particu
lar set of responses to his particular situations and
problems.

Some had a particularly favorite response

regardless of decision origin.

One principal (A in

Appendix B) consulted with one other person or confi
dante in almost every situation, regardless of origin.
Some principals (B, C, D, E in Appendix B) relied on
self in most situations, another principal (F in
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Appendix B) used only responses "rely on self" and
"consult with a group".

Three principals (G, H, I

in Appendix B) chose to consult with a group to decide
most decisions and one decided all decisions this way.
Some principals (J, K, L in Appendix B) utilized all
responses in dealing with problems and situations.
There was a principal who chose to consult with groups
or delegate almost exclusively, another (N in Appendix
B) decided never to rely on self and primarily "con
sulted with confidante" or "delegated to others".

Two

principals (0, P in Appendix B) consulted with a con
fidante or group in almost every situation.

One prin

cipal (Q in Appendix B) used a particular response
pattern for each level of origin choosing a group with
self or subordinate origins and confidante when dealing
with superordinate origins and relying on self when
decisions originated with students.
From these examples as well as other matrices,
it is possible to see that there are patterns of re
sponse unique to the individual principal.
a particular response in every situation.

Some prefer
Some prefer

two responses and use them where they feel they are
appropriate; others tailor their response to the situa
tion considering origin, and other factors in determin
ing what is best to do.
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From these observations and scrutiny of individual
and group matrices there appear to be patterns of re
sponse, each determined by the individual principal.
These findings did not support Hypothesis

3

, that there

is no pattern to each principal's decision response to
decision origin.

They also do not indicate that

"origin" is most often the determiner of "response"
except in the case of one principal.

Evidence here

introduced indicates that each principal has a prefer
ence for given decision resolutions which are then used
regardless of the origin- of the decision request.
The fourth hypothesis was an attempt to determine
if all principals had the same decision preference
pattern or if there were individual patterns exhibited
by each principal.
Analysis of the Fourth Hypothesis
There is no relationship between decision
origin and decision response across princi
pals .
A group matrix for all principals studied was
analyzed.

After conversion to percentages, an examina

tion for patterns was conducted.

A chi-square (x2)

test was performed to determine differences between
cells of the matrix.
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Findings About the Fourth Hypothesis
After examination of a group matrix (Table 16)
certain patterns seemed to emerge.

To clarify the

patterns, matrix values were converted to percentages.
(Tables 17 and 18)
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TABLE 1 6

Group Matrix for all Principals Representing
Their Responses to Decision Origins

Responses — > Rely
on
Origins
Self
vl'

Consult
with
Confidante

Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

Delegate
to
Others

Decide
not to
Decide

22

3

211

2

0

242

146

9

2

284

161

64

18

453

Consult
.with
Group

Totals

55

39

92

Peer

109

48

83 -

Principal

102

25

Subordinate

136

Students

185

41

107

28

12

373

Outside

m

40

J lL

26

_2

285

267

646

151

44

1,848

Superordinate

Totals

740
n = 99

CD

o
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TABLE 1?

Matrix Responses of all Principals, by Percent, Representing Their
Responses to Decision Origin by Origin

Responses —
Origins
Superordinates

Rely
on
Self

Consult
with
Confidante

Consult
with
Group

Delegate
to
Others

Decide
not to
Decide

Total

7%

15%

13%

15%

7%

11%

Peer

15%

18%

13%

1%

0%

13%

Principal

Ity

9%

23%

6%

5%

15%

Subordinates

18%

28%

25%

4-2%

*U%

25%

Student

25%

15%

17%

19%

27%

20%

Outside

21%

15%

9%

17%

20%

15%

Totals

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

n = 99

ao
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TABLE 18

Matrix Origins for all Principals by Percent Representing Decision Origins
Encountered by Principals in Terms of Their Response

Responses-- ^ Rely
on
Origins
Self

Consult
with
Confidante

Consult
with
Group

Delegate
to
Others

Decide
not to
Decide

Total

I

Superordinates

26*

18*

44*

10*

2*

100*

Peer

45*

20*

34*

1*

0*

100*

Principal

36*

9*

51*

3*

1*

100*

Subordinates

30*

16*

36*

14*

4*

100*

Student

50*

11*

29*

7*

3*

100*

Outside

5 4*

14*

20*

9%

3*

100*

Percent of
Totals

4o*

14*

35*

8*

2*

99*

n - 99

oo
ro

The pattern of responses indicated that principals
relied on themselves and their own information more
often than they chose any other alternatives.

Princi

pals rely on themselves more for lower hierarchy de
cisions, i.e., those originating with peers, sub
ordinates, students, and people and groups outside the
organization.

They seek group support, however, when

decisions originate with superordinates or when the
principal initiates the decision origin.
Consulting with a confidante seemed to have
fairly consistent percentages for all levels of origin.
This may indicate that a certain number of principals
consult with a confidante for information instead of
relying on self or consulting with a group.

Brookover

and Gottlieb (196 ^) pointed to situations where princi
pals were not actually the seat of power in their
buildings and as a result confided frequently in some
one who was.

This may explain the consistency in the

"consult with a confidante" response.
Principals rarely decide "not to decide" or to
ignore decision origins, preferring to make a decision.
This indicates that principals do see themselves a’s
decision-makers.

Further indications are that they

feel a decision right or wrong is better than no de
cision at all.
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Principals do "delegate" but usually prefer to
keep control of the decision-making process through
consultation.

Most decisions that were delegated were

those that originated with teachers and/or staff mem
bers .
The pattern that emerged from the matrix in re
gard to origins was that principals make more decisions
that originate with subordinates (25$).

Almost half of

the decisions made by the principals in this study
originated with subordinates and students (^5$).

The

smallest percentage of decisions made originated with
superordinates (11$).

(Table 17)

All origins were

well represented and none were found to differ from
the others in any significant way.
A chi-square test was performed on the data to
determine if there were differences in the cells of
the matrix yielded the results in Table 19.

The x2

value of 175.62 with twenty degrees of freedom was
found to be significant beyond the

.0 5

level.
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TABLE 19

CHI-SQUARE TEST FOR ALL PRINCIPALS' RESPONSES
ARRANGED BY RESPONSE ORIGIN

Contingency Table
Responses-- t Rely
on
Origins
Self

Consult
with
Confidante

Consult
with
Group

Delegate
to
Others

Decide
not to
Decide

Total

I

Superordinates

55

39

92

22

3

211

Peer

109

48

83

2

0

242

Principal

102

25

146

9

2

284

Subordinates

1 36

7k

161

64

18

453

Student

12

185

kl

107

28

Outside

m

ko

J lL

26

Totals

7k0

646

151

Chi-Square » 1?5.6164-3
Contingency Coefficient *
Degrees of Freedom - 20

267
Prob. =

373
285

44

1,848

0 .0 0 0 0 0

0 .2 9 4 5 9

oo

Ux

86

Chi-Square Test
A Chi-Square test was performed on the data and
yielded the results in Table

19.

The x2 test revealed

a value of 175.62 with twenty degrees of freedom.
value was found to be significant beyond the

.0 5

This
level.

This indicated that values found differed from values
expected in a significant number of cells.
2

contributing greatly to the large x

Those cells

value are marked

with a -K

(Appendix C)
2
The indications of the x" table were:
1.

When decisions originated with superordinates
principals rely on themselves and their own
information less than they would with other
origins.

2.

When decisions originated with peers, princi
pals delegated less.

3.

When decisions originated with the principal,
they consulted more.

k.

When decisions originated with subordinates
principals delegated more and relied less
on themselves and their own information.

5.

When decisions originated with students,
principals relied on themselves more.

6

. When decisions originated outside the organi
zation principals relied on themselves more
and used the response consult with a group
less.
Summary of the Findings

The first hypothesis could not be rejected
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statistically, but principals were found to deal with
decisions originating with subordinates and students in
greater numbers than those originating with super
ordinates, peers and themselves.
The second hypothesis could not be upheld.

A

difference between principal’s responses to origins
was found.

Principals were found to choose the response

"rely on self" and the response "consult with a group"
statistically more often than the other responses
suggested by the study.
The third hypothesis was not upheld.
patterns to principal's responses.

There were

Some patterns were

obvious, others .were harder to discern but patterns of
response for each principal exist.
The fourth hypothesis was rejected statistically.
A pattern of subordinate and student origins leading
to responses of "rely on self" or "consult with a group"
was indicated.
The next chapter elaborates on these findings
and discusses some possible conclusions and recommenda
tions that can be drawn.
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CHAPTER V I

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This chapter:

(1) summarizes the findings of the

previous chapter, (2 ) presents conditions that may be
drawn from the findings, and (3 ) makes recommendations
for further study.
Summary of the Findings
It was found that principals recognized between
two and 46 decisions requiring their attention in the
two week research period.

The first hypothesis could

not be disproven statistically.

Even though not statis

tically significant, principals were found to deal with
decisions originating with subordinates and decisions
originating with students in greater numbers than those
originating with superordinates, peers and themselves.
This might be expected as the focus of the principalship is supervision of teachers and students.
No two principals had identical frequencies of
decision response.

It was found that two response

patterns, "rely on self", and "consult with a group"
were most often used by the principals studied.

Upon

statistical analysis it was discovered that their pat
terns of response could be statistically substantiated.
88
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The second hypothesis, "there is no difference in the
frequency of decision response to decision origin,"
could not be upheld,
found.

A difference between responses was

Principals in the study used the responses "rely

on self" and "consult with a group" statistically more
than "consult with confidante", delegate to others or
"decide not to decide".
The third hypothesis, "there is no pattern to
each principal’s decision response to decision origin",
could not be upheld either.

There were patterns to the

principals’ responses that could be ascertained.

Some

patterns were quite obvious (all one response or two
responses) while others were more difficult to discover.
However, principals' responses to decision origin do
form a pattern as individual as the principals and their
situation.

Every matrix was different.

Principals as a group also had patterns of re
sponse.

As a group principals relied primarily on two

alternatives, "rely on self" and "consult with a group".
Most decisions on the other hand came from primarily
subordinates and students (45$).

This would indicate

a pattern for principals in the study of dealing with
decisions within the school and deciding them with a
group or on the principal's own information.

A chi-

square analysis, however, revealed other patterns of
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response to origin.

The fourth hypothesis, "there are

no patterns of decision response to decision origin
among all principals" could be rejected statistically.
The patterns that were indicated through examina
tion of the chi-square table (Appendix C) were:
1.

Decisions that originated with superordinates
resulted in principals relying on themselves
and their own information less than they
would with other origins.

2.

Decisions that originated with peers were
delegated less often than decisions of
other origins.

3.

Decision origins that came from the principal
resulted in more consultation both with a
group and with a confidante.

4.

When decisions originated with subordinates
• principals delegated more and relied less
on themselves and their own information.

5.

Decisions that originated with students or
outside the school organization allowed
principals to rely on themselves more.
Conclusions

Principals deal with requests for action from many
origins.

Their perception of what consitutes a

decision-making request or where a decision request
originates may vary but principals still make those
decisions they deem necessary.

Some principals studied

recalled as few as two decisions in the course of two
weeks.

Other principals remembered as many as

^6

de

cisions they had made in the same period of time.
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The principals who made fewer decisions seemed to
recall that they made decisions of greater importance
than those who recalled making many.

Examples of de

cisions made by those indicating they made few decisions
were:

a law suit brought by a parent; the closing of

school; and a takeover of the principal's authority by
a teacher.

Examples of decisions made by those indi

cating larger numbers of decisions were:

helping

students with math problems; use of the building after
school hours; helping teachers with problems; getting .
out the vote; and evaluation of students and teachers;
as well as other decisions of a routine nature.
Differences in situation, frequency, and origin
of decision were evident when principals' matrices
were compared.

No two principals had identical fre

quencies of origin.

This finding would support the

idea that every situation is different.
Even though every situation was different, there
were several recurring themes apparent to large numbers
of respondents.

Noonhour, evaluation, testing (assess

ment tests particularly), safety, and after hours use
of the building seemed to be areas most principals
felt required decisions from them.

This finding would

indicate certain decisions transcend each situation
and need action by the principals regardless of the
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setting in which they are found.
Principals may respond to decisions in a variety
of ways:

rely on themselves; consult with a confidante

or group; delegate the decision to others; or decide not
to decide.

It was found that the principals in this

study used all of these responses at one time or an- ^
other, although many principals relied primarily on
one or two decision responses.
Because of the study's construction it was found
that principals with more decision origins made more
decision responses.

Each principal had an individual

way of dealing with decisions in his settings, but the
principal usually had one or two decision responses
he used to deal with most decisions.
One principal might rely on himself and his own
information in all routine situations, choosing to
consult only when unusual or difficult decisions were
to be made.

Another principal might discuss with a

number of individuals, all the decisions he made.

Still

another principal might decide to discuss his decisions
with a friend in the administration or on his staff.
Finally one principal appeared to tailor his decision
response to the kind of decision he had to make, appar
ently weighing each decision and then deciding which
response to use, then he used that response to come
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to a decision.

Frequency of response in this study

depended primarily on perception of what constitutes a
decision.

Those principals recognizing more decision

origins replied with more decision responses.
Decision response to decision origin fell into
patterns.

For some principals the pattern was an easy

one to discover.
of the origin.

They used only one response regardless
Other principals had a pattern of rely

ing on themselves in routine situations and consulting
with a group in unique or difficult situations.

Still

others used groups (informational groups) routinely
and reserved the unique situations for themselves or
shared the decision only with a confidante.

Finally

one principal delegated the routine situations, de
cided by himself the unique situations, and ignored the
difficult problems.
Patterns of decision response were as varied as
there were individuals in the study.

Patterns of

decision response on the basis of origin alone cannot
be drawn.

There appear to be as many variables as the

principal determines necessary to make h is decisions.
However, when all origins are considered and the re
sponses ranked, principals respond to decisions using
primarily "rely on self" and "consult with group".
These two responses ranked first or second over every
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origin.

These responses represent the overall pattern

of decision response for the study.
Discussion
When the study was initiated, it was not known
whether principals made decisions related to all origins
presented by the study.

Further it was not known

whether principals responded to decision origins using
all of the decision responses proposed in the study.
As a result of these two unknowns, it was necessary
to state as hypotheses the following:

(1) There is no

difference in the frequency of decision origins for
each principaland (2) There is no difference in the
frequency of decision response to decision origin.
After completion of the study it was found that
there was a difference in frequency of decision origins.
This difference, however, was not found to be statis
tically significant.

With this in mind a refined form

of the first hypothesis might better serve future
research:

The hypothesis would be cast in terms such

that it probed characteristics of low frequency versus
high frequency respondents.

Differences could be probed

and analyzed in order to determine characteristics of
each group.
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There are no differences between high
frequency and low frequency respondents.
Indications in this study however were that low
frequency respondents made "firefighting" decisions, or
decisions required by a situation that became too hot
to ignore.

Typical low frequency responses were about

lawsuits, teacher firings or loss of control.

Low

frequency decision-makers seemed to make fewer decisions
but much larger decisions required to put out the fire
or defuse a difficult situation.

High frequency

decision-makers on the other hand appear to plan their
decisions.

They make many small decisions that over a

period of time affect most aspects of their jobs.

Most

respondents to the study fell somewhere between the
two extremes of low and high frequency.
After completion of the study it was found that
principals use two response patterns, "rely on self"
and "consult with group", more than the other three
responses available in the study, "consult with con
fidante", "delegate to others", or "decide not to de
cide".

This finding was also recognized as statisti

cally significant,

tfith this information realized a

refined form of the second hypothesis can be referred
and better serve future research.

This hypothesis

would be designed to investigate when and why
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principals use the responses "consult with confidante",
delegate to others", and "decide not to decide" compared
to when and why they use the responses "rely on self"
and "consult with a group".
Indications in this study were that "consult with
confidante" was used when the principal was unsure of
himself or when a decision of some secrecy and impor
tance had to be made.

For example one principal,

in

a system where the superintendent was in the process
of being fired, used the response almost exclusively.
"Delegation to others" appeared to be the response
used when the situation was tedious, of lengthy duration
tion, or when the idea or credit was recognized as
belonging to someone else.

Safety patrol,

lunch duty,

millage issues, and pet curriculum programs were typi
cally delegated decisions.
The least used response was "decided not to de
cide".

It appeared to be used with insignificant

problems (leave them alone and t h e y ’ll go away) or in
"no win" situations, where any decision was the wrong
decision.
It was originally expected that a response pattern
in this study would emerge such that a certain decision
origin would elicit a particular decision response for
each principal.

<Vhat was found, however,

was that a
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principal has a response tendency that was used, re
gardless of the origin.

A pattern of intersections of

origin and response was anticipated but a linear pattern
indicating one or two primary responses was found for
most principals.

Most principals fell into the pattern

by using either "rely on self",

"consult with a group",

or a combination of both responses.

Further study of the principals who did not have
a linear pattern of response and principals who chose
"consult with a confidante" as their primary response
might provide more information about the principalship
as well as individual differences in perception of the
decision-making role of the principal.
//hen all of the principals in the study were con
sidered as a group, their patterns of response fell
into an intersecting linear pattern similar to that
found in many of the individual cases.

Seventy-five

percent (Table 18) of all decisions were made using
either the response "rely on self",
"consult with group", 35%*

kofo,

or the response

Intersecting with this re

sponse axis was a pattern on the origin axis where ^5%
of the decision origins came from either subordinates,
25%, or students, 20% (Table 17).
The results of the chi-square table, however,
gave a different picture of the principals in the study.
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It indicated that principals rely on themselves more
if they perceive the decision to originate outside the
organization, or with students.

This would indicate

that principals were confident of their abilities in
dealing with students and groups or individuals outside
the organization and did not feel much need to consult
with others.
The results also indicated that principals rely
on themselves and their own information less when de
cisions originate with superordinates or subordinates.
Principals appear to feel less confident of themselves
and their information when dealing with their staffs
and those higher in the organization.

They appear to

handle their lack of self confidence by delegating
in the case of subordinate origins and by consulting
in the case of superordinate origins.
Principals find it necessary to consult with others
more when they originate decisions.

This may be due

to an effort to sell or get support for the decision.
Further study of principals to see if this pattern
is valid in actual cases and situations would seem a
logical extension of this research.

The questionnaires

and interviews brought principals perceptions of de
cision origins and consultative response to light.
Short term and longer term observations of principals
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on the job would confirm and shed new light on de
cision origins and their relation to consultative
response.
Limitations of the Study
Some limitations of the study were:
1.

Two week time limit on decisions recalled.

2.

Using principal's recall or perception of
the decision origin and response rather
than on site observations.

3.

There was no way to measure the validity
of origins or responses.
There was no evidence as to stability of
the patterns discovered.

5.

Every principal had a different personality,
there was no control of the type of
personality of the principals studied.

6.

The study did not address the dynamics
between origin and response.

7.

The study did not deal with consequences of
a given response for decisions.

8.

The population of elementary principals in
Michigan was too large to completely survey
so a random sample was chosen.

9.

Every school was different in climate and
context, there was no control on the setting
of the schools.

10.

Decisions not remembered, thought unimpor
tant, or not reported were lost.

11.

Other situations that may have biased or
otherwise confounded the data or analysis
were unforeseen by the researcher.
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In light of these limitations the following
recommendations seem justified.
Recommendations
Applications of the Study
The findings of this study indicate that princi
pals rely on themselves and consult with a group signi
ficantly more than they consult with a confidante, de
legate the decision to others or decide to make no
decision.

The study findings further established that

many decisions originate with subordinates and students
(4-5%).

To principals who are presently in the field

these findings should be reassuring.

The job of the

principal as most principals perceive it is making de
cisions presented by students and staff.

They make

these decisions on their own or in consultation with
a group of other individuals.
To persons in a position to hire principals the
patterns indicated by the study may help in selecting
individuals well suited to deal with the position as
shown by their preference for decision origins and/or
consultative response.

School preferences or position

requirements may demand individuals who deal in ways
different from the patterns shown to be prevalent
among the principals studied.

These preferences and
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requirements can be accommodated by considering in
the selection process a candidate's preference for
origins, solutions, and the consultative responses used
in solving problems.
To persons seeking a principalship the patterns
indicate a particular perception of the job.

The

principal relies on himself and groups of people around
him to make decisions.
with subordinates
self (15f o ) .

( 2 5?o),

Most of his decisions originate
students (20?o) or with him

The typical principal in this study was

able to work with his staff, his students, and also,
was able to come up with a few good ideas on his own.
Another pattern indicated by the research is that
decisions perceived to have originated with super
ordinates, subordinates, or with other principals in
the organizational hierarchy require more consultation
and less self reliance than those decisions originating
lower in the hierarchy or outside the organization.
This finding may be helpful to principals in deciding
how to proceed when responses to decision origins are
in doubt.
Further Study
This study only opens the door, slightly, in regard
to the study of decisions and decision-maker responses.
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It investigated the principals' perception of decision
origins and the principal^' resultant consultative
responses.

From this study it is possible to see that

origins are only the first step in an understanding of
decisions and the decision-making process.

Follow up

steps might include a look at decision importance,
length of time in which to make the decision, how many
people a decision might affect, or the outcome of the
decision.
Further study of responses of principals might
look into why principals.use the chosen responses, why
a principal occasionally uses a variety of responses
or tailors his responses to origin, and with whom
the princiDal consults when he requires consultative
help.
Additional study could also take the perceptions
of the principals in this study one step further.
Through observation of principals in a case study
or longitudinal approach the perceptions can be verified
or nullified.

Short term and long range observation

may bear out the findings of this study and may shed
more light on decision origins and their relation to
principal's consultative response.
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APPENDIX A
Letter of Introduction and Questionnaire/interview Form
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254 N. McKinley Street
Battle Creek, MI
49017
1-616-962-4376
March 10, 1 9 7 9

Dear Principal,
I am conducting a study on decision orginations and
their relation to principals' consultive responses.
The study has been in progress since May of 1978. The
fruition of this project is the collection of data that
this questionnaire can provide.
I realsize that you have many responsibilities and
obligations that already take up your day and that this
questionnaire adds to what is even now over work. But
would you please take twenty minutes to answer this
questionnaire?
You were chosen as part of a random sample of elementary
principals in Michigan. Your responses will be totally
confidential. Because your cooperation is essential
to the success of this research, it may be necessary
to contact and interview non-respondents to insure
complete data.
This study is part of the requirement for my doctoral
dissertation at Western Michigan University. The
questionnaire has been sanctioned for use by Western's
Dept, of Educational Leadership. If you have questions
or comments about the questionnaire, feel free to en
close them in the return envelope.
Thank you for taking the time to help me in this
project. Your cooperation is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Shawn P. Dryer

'
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QUESTIONNAIRE
Principal:
Age:
Years experience:
Highest degree:
Responsibilities:
System size:
Number of other elementary principals:
Number of teachers and staff in the building
supervised:
Number of children in the school:
Setting of the school:
Building meetings:
Other:
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I am conducting a study to see where decisions
originate and the way you, as a principal, deal with
decisions of different origins. I would appreciate
your answering the following questions in regard to
decisions you have made in the last two weeks. Please
give particular situations rather than general ones.
Titles for each situation are enough. It is not
necessary to go into the details of the situation.
All of your responses will be kept confidential.
No attempts will be made to assess the effect of your
decisions. I am interested only in the way in which
you proceed and whom you consult to make decisions
from certain decision orginations.
1.(A ) Do children in your school bring you problems or
situations that require a decision from you?
Often

Sometimes

Never

l.(B)

Do children in your school go to special events,
have difficulties getting along with other
children, bring you things of interest, ask your
opinion, suggest things to make the school run
better, or complain about things they feel are
unfair?
Often
Sometimes
Never

l.(C)

Has a situation arisen in the last two weeks
where a child or children brought to your atten
tion, or created, a problem or situation that
required a decision from you? Would you tell
me about them?
1.
2.
t+

.

5.

6.

1.(D) Would you say these situations are typical or
usual for you?
Yes

No

(Please circle untypical
situations above in

1.<G).)
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1.(E) What is unusual or untypical about the situa
tions circled in "No" was the answer to l.(D)?
The first set of questions dealt with decision
originations presented by children. In the next set of
questions you will be asked to answer questions pertain
ing to decisions originating with teachers and staff
members of your school.
2.(A)

Do teachers and staff members bring you situa
tions or problems that require a decision from
you?
Often

Sometimes

Never

2.(B) Do teachers in your building bring you ideas
for approval, ask your opinion, want you to
arbitrate disputes, keep you informed of class
accomplishments or parental communication?
Often
2.(C)

Sometimes

Never

What are some of the situations teachers and
staff bring? Can you tell me about some of the
situations that have come up over the last two
weeks where a teacher or staff member brought
to your attention or created a situation or
problem that required a decision from you?
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
2.(D) Would you say these situations are typical or
usual for you?
Yes

No

(Please circle untypical
situations above in
2 .(0 ).)

2.(E)

In "No", what is unusual or untypical about the
situations circled in 2.(C) above?
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The previous set of questions dealt with origina
tions presented by teachers and staff. In the next set
of questions you will be asked about decisions origi
nating with other principals and peers in the system.
3. (A)

Do principals or peers in the system bring you
situations or problems that require a decision
from you?

3.(B)

Do other principals ask you for advice or infor
mation to help them run their schools, share
ideas or successes with you, or ask your opinion
of programs they are implementing?

3.(0)

Can you tell me about a few situations that have
arisen in the last two weeks where another prin
cipal or peer in the system brought to your
attention, or created, a situation or problem
that required a decision from you?

Often

Often

Sometimes

Sometimes

Never

Never

1.

2.

?.
k.

5.

6

3.(D)

.

Would you say these situations are typical or
usual for you?
Yes

3-(E)

No

(Please circle the
unusual situations.)

What is unusual or untypical about the situations
circled in 3-(C).?
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In the next set of questions you will be asked to
answer questions about situations you yourself see or
create.
^ .(A ) Do you originate situations or problems that
require a decision from you?
Often

Sometimes

Never

^,(B)

Do you initiate new probrams, plan agendas,
suggest ideas to teachers or staff, discover
inadequacies in plant or program, evaluate
teachers or help others to perform their jobs.

4.(C)

Have situations or problems come up in the last
two weeks that you yourself originated that re
quired a decision from you?

Often

Sometimes

Never

1.
2.

5.
6.
4.(D)

Would you say these situations are typical or
usual for you?
Yes

^.(E)

No

(Please circle
unusual situations)

What is unusual or untypical about circled situa
tions in U-.(C )?

The next set of questions deals with decisions
originating with superordinates in the school system.

5.(A)

Do your superordinates in the school system bring
you problems or situations that require a de
cision from you?
Often

Sometimes

Never
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5.(B)

Do members of the board of education, the super
intendent, or his assistants, ask you for infor
mation or ideas about the system or your school?
Do they share their successes or problems with
you? Do they assign you to special projects or
ask your opinions or advice on existing projects?
Often

Sometimes

Never

5.(C) Can you tell me about a few situations that have
arise in the last two weeks where a superordinate
in the system brought you a situation or problem
that required a decision from you?
1

.

2,

*3.
5.

6.

5.(D)

Would you say these situations or problems are
typical or unusual for you?
Yes

5.(E)

No

(Please circle untypical
or unusual situations in
5*(C ).)

What is unusual or untypical about circled items
in 5.(G)?

The final set of decision origination questions
deals with decisions that originate outside the school
organization.
6.(A)

Do individuals or groups from outside the school
organization bring you problems or situations
that require a decision from you?

6.(B)

Do individuals or groups ask to use your plant,
send leaflets or information home with children,
or talk to teachers or children about a topic
or issue?

Often

Often

Sometimes

Sometimes

Never

Never
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6.(C)

Can you tell me about situations that have come
up in the last two weeks where an individual or
group from outside the schools brought you a
situation or problem that required a decision
from you?
1.
2.

3.

k.

5.
6.
6.(D)

-Vould you say these are usual or typical situa
tions for you?
Yes

No

(Please circle untypical
or unusual situations in

6.(0 .)
6.(E)

If "No", what is unusual or untypical about the
circled items in 6.(C)?

7.

In each of the problems or situations you gave
for the (C) questions of each origination, look
at or consider who was consulted. Consultation
before, during, or in conjunction with each de
cision should be considered. Next to each of
the problems or situations, please list a letter
to indicate the kind of consultation.
List N for no consultation or relying on your
own information or judgment.
List G for consultations with more than one
person or a group of people.
List C for consultation with only one individual
or confidante.
List D for delegation of the decision to others.
List I for deciding not to decide at this time
or ignoring or forgetting the problem.
Please put one of the above letters before each
of the problems or situations you listed for the
(C) question of each origination.
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3.

Do situations arise that you decide to delegate
to others or make no decision at all?
Often

Sometimes

Never

8.(B) Can you tell me about situations or problems
that may have occurred in the last two weeks
where you decide to delegate the decision or
thought it best to make no decision at the time?
1.
2.

35.

6.

Thank you for taking the time to help me in this
study. I greatly appreciate your efforts and experience.
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APPENDIX B
Selected Principas' Frequency of Response Matrices
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Response to Origin
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Response to Origin
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Response to Origin
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Response to Origin
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Response to Origin
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Response to Origin
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APPENDIX G
Chi-Square Table Showing Actual Frequencies,
Expected Values, and X2 Values for Each Cell
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